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About This Content

Original Soundtrack for Crystal Story II.

Track List:

1. Heart of the Dragon - 02:23
2. Frozen Moonlight - 01:52

3. If Trees Could Talk - 04:21
4. There's No Place Like Home - 02:54

5. Into the Unknown - 01:59
6. The Shattered Sky - 01:58

7. Onslaught of Tribulation - 02:28
8. Erimos - 01:49

9. Chasing Obscurity - 02:19
10. March of Glory - 01:47
11. Ravaged Past - 01:25
12. A Tale Untold - 01:11

13. The Woman in Black - 02:33
14. Sweltering Sands - 00:49
15. Petals of Time - 01:05

16. Path to Purgatory - 01:41
17. Luminous Decay - 01:35
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18. Into the Depths - 01:42
19. Frozen Isolation - 01:22

20. A New Beginning - 02:54
21. Drowning Memories - 00:59

22. Precipice of Adventure - 01:07
23. Heart of the Dragon (8bit Remix) - 01:56

24. The Edge of Triumph - 00:56
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doesn't work. I bought VEGAS Movie Studio 14 Platinum Steam Edition and it didn't work, and I refunded it and bought
VEGAS Movie Studio 15 Platinum Steam Edition instead. Still didn't work dont buy. iubes2 is a unique little game - full of
character and intelligent ideas.

The presentation alone - the battlefield is a blocky landscape wrapped into the interior of a tube - is well worth it.

The game itself is a RTS at its heart, one fight usually takes only 10-25 minutes. The first characteristic is that you 'only' choose
where and when to build the buildings that provide you with housing, ressources and your warriors. You do not have direct
control of the units (workers and 4 different classes of fighters)...so you need to 'direct' the battle only via building placement.
Due to that a game is not a clickfest but focuses on strategy right away. Two well placed buildings have more impact on the
game than a lot of hurried clicks....

The second - and for me main - characteristic is that you play against humans...but offline. So you have the benefit of human
opponent (always more competent than an AI) - but you can play when you want without the hassle of a lobby or of having to
wait for someone to sign on, you can even pause a game. The way this works is that you play against the _moves_ (sequence and
location of siting buildings) a human made on the map you are currently fighting on. And since you fight against the last one to
win that map your opponents are _competent_.

There is even an emperor meta-map where players can take and hold territory, making it more of a personal fight since you do
not engage in a random match but take from or defend against named players, all with their own style of play.

So all in all iubes2 is perfect for a fast game and offers varying strategies to choose from (I had to adapt again and again as
playstyles evolved). But the best part is the combination of 'human opponent' and 'offline play'.

So go, have fun!. The Game is fun, but not necessarily exciting.
It's frustrating, and can be unforgiving.

-Movement: Stationary play areas that are selected through a "menu" (don't let that turn you away, it works and you wouldn't
want to have to travel between all these stations, it would drag the game in a bad way.)

-Story: Just enough in the tutorial to give what you are doing context.

-Game play: Imagine Job Simulator had an interesting baby with Elite Dangerous. Rouge, resource/time-collection/management,
space-ish sim.

You are an/the Ark for human kind, but whoever planned the route sucks and now instead of chillin’ on ice you have to hop
from system to system; collecting resources; maintaining your ship and two probes; and scrape by with about as little luck as
there are resources.

I'm happy with the sale price I got on it.
It has my seal of approval.. This game is incredible. I'm not usually a fan of puzzle games, but I livestreamed this entire
playthrough and was glued to the screen for it's entirety. Just when I thought the game was done, it gives me a link to a god
damn website for phase 2 of the puzzle. To this day, I'm still stuck on the website - and I'm still in love with the game.. Very fun
game, definitely worth a few bucks to support an innovative indie who polishes games before dropping them on the public!. Ok,
I had a few problems with this game...
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I wasn't able to understand what to do, where or why...the speaking voice is just too confused and i'm not even sure it's in
english or other known language...

It's just a point and click, poor realized game, with no clues or lil instructions about what to do...

I actually don't even understand how it got 61/100...my valutation: Don't buy Vigil Bitterness!!
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Without a doubt - Deus Ex will always have a place in my heart. The original one and Human Revolution were masterpieces
when they first hit. Mankind Divided tried to capture this and somewhat suceeded... but sadly, as cool and exciting it is to see
Adam Jensen in life sized 3D - this VR implementation is by far the worst i've seen. ;(
The image warps like you changed the angle on a screen. Wow, amazingly bad. Which is a shame rly - cuz the environments and
models are totally awesome to see.

So if you think this is on par with virtually any Oculus / Vive featured title - you're mistaken. I can therefore only recommend
this for veteran VR users who don't get sick, cuz this wrong implementation is seriously annoying.. This game has a ton of
potential. Here's a few things I noticed:

-The E key didn't work for weapons, but the A button worked with an Xbox controller.
-Some explosions were missing when firing the rocket launcher.
-There might've been some missing sound FXs.
-The weapons feel okay, but some added muzzle flash would make them feel much better.
-I think the boss was activated too early in most cases, thus I heard constant gun fire and explosions off the screen.

All of this and more can be fixed and improved over time and if it does, it'll be a great game!
As it is now, it's a very solid early access build of the game with a very affordable price tag.

Keep it up! This is shaping up to be a fun game!. Awesome game, totally worth the money.
If you're looking for a good PvP focused game with a hint of RPG elements, you should defenitly try this !

Something remarquable is that you can be a lvl 1 and totally beat a lvl 30, the game is centered around skills, gears are just a
nice addition that makes progression enjoyable and improvements to look forward to.. YOU WANT ME TO PAY $0.99 IN A
TEXT CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE?!?! NO!. A great classic game.
Game is chinese themed and has a wide variety of Kung Fu styles to choose from and different clans to join.
If you want a chinese MMO this is most likely better than Age of wushu.

 Been playing it since 2007 so don't mind the hour count (which is broken for everyone btw).
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